CLAN ANGRUND

For almost a century the dwarfs of Clan Angrund, led by Belegar Ironhammer, direct successor of King Lunn, have maintained a trembling toehold on the eight peaks. From the fortified citadel, expeditions march below to cleanse the tunnels from invaders and reconquer their ancestral heritage.

SPECIAL RULES

Hard to Kill. Dwarfs are tough, resilient individuals who can only be taken out of action on a roll of 6 instead of 5-6 when rolling on the injury chart. Treat a roll of 1-2 as knocked down, 3-5 as stunned, and 6 as out of action.

Hard Head. Dwarfs ignore the special rules for maces, clubs... they are hard to knock out!

Armour. Dwarfs never suffer movement penalties for wearing armour.

Hate Skavens, Orcs and Goblins. All dwarfs hate skavens, orcs and goblins. See the psychology section of the Mordheim rules for details on the effects of hatred.

Grudgeberers. Dwarfs hold an ancient grudge against elves from the days when the two races fought for supremacy in the old world. A dwarf warband may never include any kind of elven hired sword or dramatis personae. Incomparable miners. Dwarfs spend much of their lives underground searching for precious minerals, and they are the best in the world at this kind of work. In the city of Mordheim they apply similar skills to the search for wyrdstone. When checking for treasure at the end of a game, add +1 to the number of pieces found for a dwarf warband.
DWARF EQUIPMENT LISTS

THE FOLLOWING LISTS ARE USED BY DWARF WARbands TO PICK THEIR EQUIPMENT.

DWARF WARRIOR EQUIPMENT LIST

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT WEAPONS
DAGGER ....................................... 1ST FREE/2 GC
MACE ........................................... 3 GC
HAMMER ....................................... 3 GC
AXE .............................................. 5 GC
DWARF AXE ..................................... 15 GC
SWORD ......................................... 10 GC
DOUBLE-HANDED WEAPON .............. 15 GC
SPEAR .......................................... 10 GC
HALBERD ......................................... 10 GC
GROMRIL WEAPON* ....................... 3 TIMES THE COST

MISSILE WEAPONS
PISTOL .......................................... 15 GC
ARMOUR
LIGHT ARMOUR ............................... 20 GC
HEAVY ARMOUR ................................ 50 GC
GROMRIL ARMOUR* ...................... 75 GC
SHIELD ........................................... 5 GC
HELMET .......................................... 10 GC

DWARF SKILL TABLE

NOBLE ENGINEER SLAYER IRONBEARD

COMBAT X X X X
SHOOT. X X
ACAD. X
STR. X X X
SPEED
SPECIAL X X X X

THUNDERER EQUIPMENT LIST

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT WEAPONS
DAGGER ....................................... 1ST FREE/2 GC
MACE ........................................... 3 GC
HAMMER ....................................... 3 GC
AXE .............................................. 5 GC
SWORD .......................................... 10 GC
MISSILE WEAPONS
CROSSBOW ..................................... 25 GC
HANDGUN ...................................... 35 GC
PISTOL .......................................... 15 GC
(30 FOR A BRACE)

ARMOUR
LIGHT ARMOUR ............................... 20 GC
HEAVY ARMOUR ................................ 50 GC
SHIELD .......................................... 5 GC
HELMET .......................................... 10 GC

"ANY WEAPON A DWARF MAY NORMALLY PURCHASE MAY BE BOUGHT AS A GROMRIL WEAPON INSTEAD. THIS MULTIPLIES THE COST OF THE WEAPON BY 3. THE PRICE ABOVE IS JUST USED FOR CREATING THE WARband LATER PURCHASES OF GROMRIL ARE DONE USING THE PRICE CHART IN THE RULES. "THE PRICE OF A SUIT OF GROMRIL ARMOUR IS CHEAPER FOR A STARTING WARband TO REPRESENT THE RELATIVE EASE WITH WHICH DWARVES CAN FIND SUCH ITEMS IN THEIR OWN STRONGBOLD. LATER PURCHASES OF GROMRIL ARMOUR MUST BE DONE USING THE NORMAL PRICE CHART IN THE NORDHEIM RULES.
CHOICE OF WARRIORS
A DWARF WARBAND MUST INCLUDE A MINIMUM OF 3 MODELS. YOU HAVE 500 GOLD CROWNS WHICH YOU CAN USE TO RECRUIT AND EQUIP YOUR WARBAND. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WARRIORS IN THE WARBAND IS 12.

NOBLE: EACH DWARF WARBAND MUST HAVE ONE NOBLE — NO MORE, NO LESS!
ENGINEER: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 1 ENGINEER.
TROLL SLAYERS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 1 TROLL SLAYER.
IRONBREAKER: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 1 IRONBREAKER.
DWARF CLANSMEN: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE ANY NUMBER OF DWARF CLANSMEN.
DWARF THUNDERERS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 5 DWARF THUNDERERS.
BEARDLINGS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE ANY NUMBER OF BEARDLINGS.

STARTING EXPERIENCE
A NOBLE STARTS WITH 20 EXPERIENCE.
AN ENGINEER STARTS WITH 10 EXPERIENCE.
TROLL SLAYERS START WITH 8 EXPERIENCE.
DWARF CLANSMEN START WITH 6 EXPERIENCE.
DWARF THUNDERERS START WITH 4 EXPERIENCE.
BEARDLINGS START WITH 0 EXPERIENCE.

HEROES

1 DWARF NOBLE
85 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE

DWARF NOBLES ARE FORTUNE SEEKERS WHO HAVE RECRUITED A BAND OF LIKE-MINDED DWARFS AND SET OFF FROM THEIR STRONGHOLD IN SEARCH OF RICHES. A DWARF NOBLE IS WELL RESPECTED BY THE MEMBERS OF HIS WARBAND. OFTEN HE IS A MEMBER OF ONE OF THE NOBLE FAMILIES OF THE LOST DWARF STRONGHOLDS, DREAMING OF COLLECTING ENOUGH TREASURE TO RESTORE THE FORMER GLORY OF THE DWARF KINGDOMS.

PROFILE M WS BS S TW I A LD
3 5 4 3 4 1 2 1 9

WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A DWARF NOBLE MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS AND ARMOUR CHOSEN FROM THE DWARF WARRIOR EQUIPMENT LIST.

SPECIAL RULES
LEADER: ANY MODELS IN THE WARBAND WITHIN 6" OF THE DWARF NOBLE MAY USE HIS LEADERSHIP INSTEAD OF THEIR OWN.
0-1 Dwarf Engineer
50 Gold Crowns to Hire
DWARF ENGINEERS ARE RESPECTED MEMBERS OF DWARF SOCIETY. IT IS THEY WHO DESIGN AND BUILD THE COMPLEX WAR MACHINES AND DEVICES WHICH HAVE MADE THE DWARVES FAMOUS.
PROFILE M WS BS S T W I A LD
3 4 3 3 4 1 2 1 9
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A DWARF ENGINEER MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS AND ARMOUR CHosen FROM DWARF THUNDERER EQUIPMENT LIST.
SPECIAL RULES
EXPERT WEAPONSmith: A DWARF ENGINEER IS A MASTER OF MECHANICAL DEVICES. BY USING STRONGER CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND TIME-TESTED SECRETS OF DWARF ENGINEERING, A DWARF ENGINEER CAN INCREASE THE DISTANCE THE WARBAND’S MISSILE WEAPONS CAN SHOOT. ALL DWARF MISSILE WEAPONS IN THE WARBAND HAVE THEIR RANGE INCREASEd BY 3" FOR PISTOLS AND 6" FOR CROSSBOWS AND HANDGUNS. ANY RANGE INCREASES ARE ONLY MAINTAINED AS LONG AS THE DWARF ENGINEER REMAINS WITH THE WARBAND.

0-1 Dwarf Troll Slayer
50 Gold Crowns to Hire
TROLL SLAYERS ARE MEMBERS OF THE MORBID DWARF CULT OBSESSED WITH SEEKING AN HONOURABLE DEATH IN COMBAT. HAVING COMMITTED SOME UNFORGIVABLE CRIME OR BEEN DISHONOURED IN SOME WAY, A DWARF WILL FORSAKE HIS HOME AND WANDER OFF TO DIE FIGHTING THE ENEMIES OF DWARFkind. TROLL SLAYERS ARE INSANELY DANGEROUS INDIVIDUALS, PSYCHOPATHIC AND VIOLENT. THERE ARE HOWEVER FEW BETTER FIGHTERS IN THE KNOWN WORLD, SO THEY ARE MUCH SOUGHT AFTER BY DWARF TREASURE HUNTERS.
PROFILE M WS BS S T W I A LD
3 4 3 3 4 1 2 1 9
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: TROLL SLAYERS MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS CHOSEN FROM THE DWARF WARRIOR EQUIPMENT LIST. SLAYERS MAY NEVER CARRY OR USE MISSILE WEAPONS OR ANY FORM OF ARMOUR.
SPECIAL RULES
DEATHWISH: TROLL SLAYERS SEEK AN HONOURABLE DEATH IN COMBAT. THEY ARE COMPLETELY
IMMUNE TO ALL PSYCHOLOGY AND NEVER NEED TO TEST IF FIGHTING ALONE.
SLAYER SKILLS: TROLL SLAYERS MAY CHOOSE A SKILL FROM THE TROLL SLAYER SKILL TABLE INSTEAD
OF THE NORMAL SKILL TABLES WHEN THEY GAIN A NEW SKILL.
TROLL SLAYER SKILLS
DWARF SLAYERS MAY USE THE FOLLOWING SKILL TABLE AS WELL AS ANY OF THE STANDARD SKILL
TABLES AVAILABLE TO THEM.
FEROCIOUS CHARGE: THE SLAYER MAY DOUBLE HIS ATTACKS ON THE TURN IN WHICH HE CHARGES. HE
WILL SUFFER A -1 TO HIT PENALTY ON THAT TURN.
MONSTER SLAYER: THE SLAYER ALWAYS WOUNDS ANY OPPONENT ON A ROLL OF 4+, REGARDLESS OF
TOUGHNESS, UNLESS HIS OWN STRENGTH (AFTER ALL MODIFIERS DUE TO WEAPON BONUSES, ETC)
WOULD MEAN THAT A LOWER ROLL THAN THIS IS NEEDED. -BERSERKER: THE SLAYER MAY ADD +1 TO HIS
CLOSE COMBAT TO HIT ROLLS DURING THE TURN IN WHICH HE CHARGES.

0-1 IRONBREAKER
110 GC TO HIRE
THE REGIMENTS OF IRONBREAKERS PATROL THE DEEPEST DEPTHS OF THE DWARF HOLDS AND ARE
VALUED FOR THEIR ENDURANCE AND EXPERIENCE BY ANY EXPEDITION HEADING INTO THE MINES.
PROFILE M WS BS ST W A 1 LD
3 4 3 3 1 1 2 9
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: IRONBREAKERS ARE ALWAYS EQUIPPED WITH GROMRIL ARMOUR, AND HE MAY
PICK ADDITIONAL ARMOUR OR WEAPONS FROM THE WARRIOR EQUIPMENT LIST.
SPECIAL RULES
WATCH OUT! AN IRONBREAKER KNOWS ALL ABOUT THE UNDERDEEP AND ITS PERILS AND SO HE OR ANY
DWARF 6" FAR MY DECIDE TO REROLL THE RESULT ON THE ENCOUNTER TABLE THAT AFFECTS THEM.

HENCHMEN

DWARF CLANSMEN
40 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
THESE ARE DWARF WARRIORS IN THEIR PRIME: TOUGH, STUBBORN AND BRAVE WARRIORS WHO CAN BE
RELIED ON TO HOLD THEIR OWN AGAINST ANY FOE.
PROFILE M WS BS ST W A 1 LD
3 4 3 3 4 2 1 9
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: DWARF WARRIORS MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS AND ARMOUR CHOSEN FROM
THE DWARF WARRIOR EQUIPMENT LIST.
0-5 Dwarven Thunderers
40 Gold Crowns to Hire
Dwarven Thunderers are experts at using missile weapons. Many an orc or goblin has died by the sting of a crossbow bolt or a roaring hand-gun bullet shot by a Dwarven Thunderer.
Profile: M WS BS S TW I A LD
3 4 3 3 4 1 2 1 9
Weapons/Armour: Thunderers may be armed with weapons and armour chosen from the Dwarven Thunderer Equipment List.

Beardlings
25 Gold Crowns to Hire
These are young dwarves who have joined the retinue of an experienced Dwarven Treasure Hunter hoping to make their fortune.
Profile: M WS BS S TW I A LD
3 3 2 3 4 1 2 1 8
Weapons/Armour: Beardlings may be armed with weapons and armour chosen from the Dwarven Warrior Equipment List.

Special Weapons
Dwarven Axe
15 Gold Crowns Availability: Rare 8 (Dwarves only)
Dwarven axes are smaller-handled weapons made of lighter (but stronger) materials than normal axes. Dwarven warriors are specially trained in their use and are able to use them as deftly as a human warrior might wield a sword.
Range: Close Combat Strength: As usual. Special Rules: Cutting Edge, Parry
Special Rules
Cutting Edge: Dwarven axes have an extra save modifier of -1, so a model with a Strength of 4 using a Dwarven axe has a -2 save modifier when he hits an opponent with the axe in combat.
Parry: Dwarven axes offer an excellent balance of defence and offensice. A model armed with a Dwarven axe may parry blows. When his opponent rolls to hit, the model armed with a Dwarven axe may roll a D6. If the score is greater than the highest to hit score of his opponent, the model has parried the blow and that attack is discarded. A model may not parry attacks made with double or more of his own strength — they are simply too powerful to be stopped. A model may not parry more than one attack in a single close combat phase; a model armed with two Dwarven axes (or a Dwarven axe and a sword, etc) does not get to parry two attacks but may instead re-roll a failed parry.
DWARF SPECIAL SKILLS
DWARF HEROES MAY USE THE FOLLOWING SKILL TABLE INSTEAD OF ANY OF THE STANDARD SKILL TABLES AVAILABLE TO THEM.

MASTER OF BLADES
THIS DWARF'S MARTIAL SKILLS SURPASS THOSE OF A NORMAL WARRIOR; HE HAS FOUGHT UNSCATHED AGAINST HORDES OF ORCS AND GOBLINS. WHEN USING A WEAPON THAT HAS A PARRY SPECIAL RULE, THIS HERO PARRIES SUCCESSFULLY IF HE BEATS OR MATCHES HIS OPPONENTS HIGHEST TO HIT ROLL, NOT JUST IF HE BEATS THE ROLL. IN ADDITION, IF THIS WARRIOR IS USING TWO WEAPONS THAT HAVE THE PARRY SPECIAL RULE, HE IS ALLOWED TO PARRY TWO ATTACKS (IF HIS TWO DICE MATCH OR BEAT THE TWO HIGHEST ATTACK DICE AGAINST HIM) INSTEAD OF THE NORMAL MAXIMUM OF ONE. NOTE THAT IF THIS DWARF HAS TWO DWARF AXES (AS DETAILED ABOVE) HE CAN REROLL ANY FAILED PARRIES.

EXTRA TOUGH
 THIS DWARF IS NOTORIOUS FOR WALKING AWAY FROM WOUNDS THAT WOULD KILL A LESSER BEING. WHEN ROLLING ON THE HEROES SERIOUS INJURY CHART FOR THIS HERO AFTER A GAME IN WHICH HE HAS BEEN TAKEN OUT OF ACTION, THE DICE MAY BE RE-ROLLED ONCE. THE RESULT OF THIS SECOND DICE ROLL MUST BE ACCEPTED, EVEN IF IT IS A WORSE RESULT.

RESOURCE HUNTER
THIS DWARF IS ESPECIALLY GOOD AT LOCATING VALUABLE RESOURCES. WHEN ROLLING ON THE EXPLORATION CHART AT THE END OF A GAME, THE HERO MAY MODIFY ONE DICE ROLL BY +1/-1.

TRUE GRIT
DWARFS ARE HARDY INDIVIDUALS AND THIS HERO IS HARDY EVEN FOR A DWARF! WHEN ROLLING ON THE INJURY TABLE FOR THIS HERO, A ROLL OF 1-3 IS TREATED AS KNOCKED DOWN, 4-5 AS STUNNED, AND 6 AS OUT OF ACTION.

THICK SKULL
THE HERO HAS A THICK SKULL, EVEN FOR A DWARF. HE HAS A 3+ SAVE ON A D6 TO AVOID BEING STUNNED. IF THE SAVE IS MADE, TREAT A STUNNED RESULT AS KNOCKED DOWN INSTEAD. IF THE DWARF ALSO WEARS A HELMET, THIS SAVE IS 2+ INSTEAD OF 3+ (THIS TAKES THE PLACE OF THE NORMAL HELMET SPECIAL RULE).